Tempelhofer Feld

Compromising from the city, for the city

Tempelhofer Feld (TF) is an old airport area in Berlin, Germany. It became worldwide famous during the Soviet Union blockade of West Berlin (1948-1949) It played a big role in delivering vital supplies. Nowadays, TF has another importance for Berlin's folk. It is the largest park in the city center. However, this park offers a variety of activities apart from the other parks in Berlin. We can say, the best summary of the park is "In here, you can do whatever you want."

However, the house and rent crisis in Berlin opened this area to discussions once again. The most important question to be answered in this project is, what we can compromise from what and how much? While developing the project, it was aimed to accommodate the demands of the people and provide solutions to the home crisis, as well as to integrate all of these with the city's culture. Areas, where culture, art, and public to express themselves, have been created in the designed neighborhoods. Different typologies were proposed as residential units to encourage the concept of "Multikulti", which defines Berlin.

Everything proposed and designed in the area was actually for one main goal; Transforming Tempelhofer Feld into a place that is constantly alive once again! Just like the place where bullets were produced during WWII turned into a door where people go through before they gain new experiences!